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Abstract—Chip power consumption has reached its
limits, leading to the flattening of single-core performance.
We are exploring 10x10, a federated heterogeneous archi-
tecture, where cores are ensembles of u-engines specialized
for different workload groups to achieve higher energy
efficiency.

The selection and design of these u-engines depends on
discovering compute structure patterns, clustering code re-
gions with similar patterns and building u-engines for the
clusters. We use a systematic methodology to aggressively
separate clusters for greater customization opportunity,
and balance separation against coverage. We develop a
suite of abstract metrics to systematically evaluate clusters
given a fixed silicon budget. Our evaluation reveals that
the best clusters vary depending on the silicon budget i.e.
there is no single answer.

We study a broad general-purpose workload that
includes 34 codes from 6 benchmark suites, identifying
the computationally important functions, and clustering
them based on two sets of instruction usage features (high-
resolution and low-resolution) and target a range of num-
bers of clusters - 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. We develop abstract
metrics (coverageand weighted customization benefit), and
employ them to show significant potential payoffs with
each of the benefit models: 2-3x (square root model), 4-
10x (linear model), 12-24x (quadratic model), and 22-26x
(cubic model).

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical performance challenges in computer archi-
tecture include the slowing improvement of transistors
and resulting power limitations that create the dark
silicon opportunity [17], [25], [40]. We propose [17],
[22] to solve this problem by designing a multicore
chip where each core is an ensemble of customized
u-engines (10x10). Because each u-engine supports a
narrow workload, it can be customized to achieve high
performance and energy efficiency. Collectively,the u-
engines cover the entire general-purpose application
space, creating a general-purpose core. Such a 10x10
core exploits one u-engine at a time with the rest of the
core powered off, leveraging transistor count to pack
in multiple u-engines, and execute the program with an
architecture and implementation highly tuned to it.

Our 10x10 architectural framework (see Figure 1)
is motivated by the dramatic performance and energy-
efficiency opportunity presented by accelerators (see
Figure 2), that for a remarkably wide variety of narrow
domains demonstrate large energy-efficiency and perfor-
mance benefits for [30], [34], [39], [41]. Our ambition
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Fig. 1: The 10x10 architectural framework is tiled mul-
ticore; each tile an ensemble of customized u-engines.
The diagram suggests u-engine specialties, but design
decisions will be determined by clustering studies.
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Fig. 2: Power and performance of accelerators, varying
in degree of customization (scaled to 45nm). Cus-
tomization yields upto 1,000-10,000x vs mainstream
processors such as Sandybridge.

is for each 10x10 u-engine to be 10 times more energy
efficient than general-purpose micro-architectures for its
narrower domain.

To design a 10x10 architecture, we must first deter-
mine the computation structure each u-engines should
optimize; that is the focus of this paper. We approach
this challenge by analyzing hot code regions in a wide



variety of applications and clustering hot code regions
with similar features. A collection of such clusters
will become the narrower workload for which a u-
engine is customized. And of course, those hot code
regions ultimately run a particular u-engine (though the
instructions/code will be radically different)

Good clusters must correspond to features that are
architecturally exploitable and have potential for sig-
nificant impact on performance and energy-efficiency.
Collectively, the clusters have to be broad enough to
cover most of the general-purpose application space and
narrow enough to enable designing energy-efficient u-
engines. Clustering is used in other architectures, but
typically done in ad hoc fashion as we discuss in
Section II, and without balance for broad coverage. In
contrast, our approach systematically balances coverage
and specialization benefit. We develop both clusters
and quality metrics to evaluate them. In doing so, we
demonstrate the need for rigorous clustering techniques
and their abstract evaluation.

Producing good clusters is challenging as the cluster-
ings possible for any workload is extraordinarily large.
For example, compute structures can be clustered on the
basis of data width, data type (integer/float), or degree
of parallelism available. Narrow data width or non-
floating point computations can exploit dramatically
more efficient structure, and those with high parallelism
can go “wide and slow”, lowering the clock frequency to
achieve high energy efficiency. Alternatively, clustering
might also be based on compute-intensive (e.g. dense
matrix multiplication) and memory-intensive (e.g. graph
algorithms) structures, instruction patterns (e.g. VLIW,
SIMD, complex operator), operand usage, register us-
age, memory reuse, memory access pattern, memory
access width, branch type etc. Furthermore, we need
to determine how finely to partition the workload space
into clusters to achieve maximum benefit. Also, we need
rapid systematic evaluation of potential clusters. The
first level of such evaluation must be done abstractly,
as it involves the evaluation of 100’s of clusters, each
of which may have many potential implementation
approaches.

In this paper, we cluster based on two sets of in-
struction usage features (high-resolution - HR and low-
resolution - LR). Our clustering algorithms are based
on instruction set usage because it captures the breadth
of computation a specialized engine must implement,
and also because instruction execution overhead is a
key driver for energy in current-day general-purpose
cores [14]. Clustering based on instruction set usage
identifies narrowed types of computing, amenable to
simplified, efficient heterogeneous implementations that
enable energy efficiency improvement. To study the
impact of the granularity of separation, we target a
range of numbers of clusters – 8, 16, 32, 64, 128.
The resolution and cluster count criteria combined lead
to ten different clusterings. To evaluate the clustering
methods, we define three abstract metrics: 1) cluster
code coverage to measure the significance of a cluster,
2) potential energy efficiency customization benefit,

and, 3) weighted potential energy efficiency customiza-
tion benefit (by code coverage). We apply these metrics
systematically to the ten sets of clusters consisting of
nearly 500 clusters, and report on these metrics. Finally,
based on this framework, we explore the insights our
study gives for how to choose the best clusters for u-
engines, given a particular silicon budget.

Our results show that systematic clustering can dis-
cover many more clusters than ad-hoc methods and that
much higher degrees of separation (than what was pre-
viously leveraged) can be exposed. Such a high degree
of clustering necessitates abstract evaluation methods,
for which we provide three metrics. We show that
these three metrics together (as opposed to individually)
rapidly lead to a good selection of clusters to customize
hardware for, given a particular silicon budget.

The specific insights and contributions include:
• Systematic clustering based on HR and LR

feature vectors produces new clusterings and
opportunities for heterogeneous optimization.

• Overpartitioning to produce a number of clus-
ters beyond the feasible level of heterogeneity
to 100’s produces coherent clusters with use-
ful separation, uncovering new customization
opportunities. We believe this identifies a new,
useful architecture design strategy, with excess
clusters reabsorbed/merged as appropriate in
the architectural process.

• Evaluation of the potential customization bene-
fits of clusters demonstrates promising potential
payoffs: 2-3x (square root model), 4-10x (linear
model), 12-24x (quadratic model), and 22-26x
(cubic model).

• Analyzing cluster selection for a range of archi-
tecture scenarios shows that no single clustering
method is best in all cases - the best clustering
will vary as the available silicon resources
change.

• Evidence that systematic clustering and dis-
ciplined use of metrics is required to design
aggressively heterogeneous architectures

Section II describes the problem, and Section III
describes our clustering criteria. Section IV motivates
cluster metrics. Section V describes the clusters we
have discovered, and Section VI evaluates the clusters.
Section VII discusses related work and Section VIII
summarizes our results.

II. THE PROBLEM: COMPUTATION CLUSTERING

While identifying clusters of computational structure
has been a central element of computer architecture
(instruction set design and implementation) for four
decades, the growing importance of heterogeneous cus-
tomization for performance and energy efficiency [25],
[30], [17] has created a drive for systematic clustering
and direct exploitation [46], [17], [31]. This differs from
traditional extensions such as procedure call linkage
(1960’s), scalar floating point (1970’s and 1980’s),
multi-media extensions (1990’s), and more recently
generalized vector extensions (2000’s) because these



extensions were added to a monolithic instruction set,
and integrated into the implementation of a general-
purpose core [6], [7], [8], [9], [1].

Heterogeneous customization has been pursued most
aggressively in the design of systems-on-chip (SoC’s),
with application usage modes analyzed for critical per-
formance requirements and energy budgets, produc-
ing separate accelerators for touch, media encode and
decode, audio, security, graphics, and so on [2]. In
such systems, the heterogeneity is not generally pro-
grammable and the integration of these hardware ac-
celerators clusters computational structures as an after-
effect, and thus is far from systematic.

We distinguish our work from single-ISA, heteroge-
neous implementation efforts [32], [36], [48], [44], as
10x10 pursues a more radically heterogeneous agenda
with finer-grained, rigorous separation. [14] show that
as much as 100-fold improvements may be possible if
breaking down traditional “general register” architec-
tures with orthogonal operations and single memories
are contemplated. Beret [28] explores reconfiguring
cores based on dataflow structure. They find eight types
of common simple dataflow, which are the hardware
primitives in their architecture. This work is comple-
mentary to ours. We also believe that even in dataflow,
more aggressive separation is possible.

The addition of heterogeneous instruction sets faces
challenges – increasing compatibility overhead and
incompatibility if they are rescinded or revised. The
complexities that arise from the complex mix of per-
formance, area, breadth of utility, and energy are not
easily penetrated. As such, it is preferable to pursue
heterogeneous extension with a broad systematic view
of the computational clusters present in general-purpose
workloads – and any other workloads of interest. Such a
perspective could guide the systematic and predictable
extension of general-purpose instructions sets, and in
complementary fashion the extension of GPU instruc-
tion sets and capabilities. Equally useful, such a set
of fundamental computation clusters could guide the
systematic selection of accelerators for SoC’s (and even
the systematic development of sets of accelerators).

As such, we view as the central problem of ag-
gressive exploitation of heterogeneity as how to sys-
tematically analyze broad workloads and produce a
systematic fundamental clustering of computational
structures.

III. SYSTEMATIC CLUSTERING

We explore a range of approaches to clustering,
examining the entire workload simultaneously in each
case, to enable a systematic tradeoff of cluster tightness
(energy efficiency benefit) and broad coverage. These
approaches begin with a broad workload, profiling code
regions to collect execution data, and grouping code
regions with similar execution profiles. Execution pro-
files contain information about the dynamic mix of
instructions. Our instruction set usage data is derived
from clustered general-purpose workloads compiled for
a rich, mature x86 instruction set, implemented in the

Nehalem processor. Code regions that executed similar
types of instructions were clustered using a hierarchical
clustering [4] algorithm based on minimizing Euclidean
distances [3] within clusters and maximizing Euclidean
distance between clusters. Hierarchical clustering ini-
tially assumes all data points to belong to a single
cluster. In every iteration, it makes further partitions
inside the clusters already formed, until the desired
number of partitions are obtained (8, 16, 32, 64 and
128 respectively, in our case).

Instruction Set Usage Feature Vectors. We varied
the features used to define the vector space, using
instruction types defined as cross-products of operation
types and operand types. By using two different granu-
larities of instruction types (termed low-resolution and
high-resolution) (see Table I) we explore the utility of
fine classifications of instruction usage for developing
u-engine clusters. The low-resolution types correspond
to simple int, float, etc. subdivisions and the high-
resolution types are much more finely classified. In
general, we focus on compute instructions, and also split
up vector instructions into more basic types, except for
256-bit (double-quadword) operations for which it was
not clear what the basic operand width is. Some cross-
product categories do not occur in real architectures
such as x86; we omit such categories in our results.

To unambiguously name the clustering schemes
considered in this paper, we use prefixes “HR” for
clusterings based on the high-resolution instruction type
and “LR” for clusterings based on the low-resolution
instruction type. The number of clusters generated is
appended. For example, in the LR category, the cluster-
ings are named as LR8, LR16, LR32, LR64 and LR128.

IV. METRICS

To enable selection of the best workload clusters,
we evaluate them systematically with three metrics:
1) coverage, 2) benefit, and, 3) weighted benefit. We
describe these metrics in detail in the following sections.

A. Coverage
The coverage metric quantifies the frequency of oc-

currence of a computational structure. Higher coverage
clusters are more important to customize for. A cluster’s
coverage is defined as the total fraction of the overall
workload’s dynamic instructions accounted for by the
code regions in the cluster. In short, it is the fraction of
the overall scaled workload.

B. Benefit
The benefit metric quantifies the energy efficiency

improvement from customizing hardware for a compu-
tational structure. To quickly estimate the potential en-
ergy efficiency improvement possible via customization,
we define a set of benefit models.

The achievable energy benefit for a customized
VLSI engine depends in a complex fashion on the
narrowness and type of the functions that must be
implemented. In general, industry experience is that the
narrower the requirement, the greater the energy effi-
ciency improvement with extraordinary improvements



TABLE I: Program Feature Vectors and Clustering Approaches.

Class Values
Low-resolution Operations {int, float, branch, register move, other}

U {call, return, conditional branch, unconditional branch, register move, other}
Data Types (Operand Width) {<1B, 1B, 2B, 4B, 8B, 16B, 32B, 64B, >64B}
Low-resolution Instruction Types Low-resolution operations x Data Types
Class Values
High-resolution Operations {int, float} x {binary, logical, convert, unary}

U {call, return, conditional branch, unconditional branch, register move, other}
Data Types (Operand Width) {<1B, 1B, 2B, 4B, 8B, 16B, 32B, 64B, >64B}
High-resolution Instruction Types High-resolution operations x Data Types

as high as 50-100x for practical cases [45], [30], [10],
[43]. In contrast, small reductions from the full general
purpose scenario yield negligible benefit.

To estimate both the potential benefit, and inherent
uncertainty in abstract modeling of a complex phe-
nomenon, we employ a suite of four models (ranging
from pessimistic to optimistic) that relate the number of
instruction types used and energy efficiency improve-
ment as shown below:

Square Root E = a ∗ I0.5 + c; a=0.04898
Linear E = a ∗ I + c ; a=0.00194
Quadratic E = a ∗ I2 + c ; a=3.033e-6
Cubic E = a ∗ I3 + c ; a=4.746e-9

Here E is the energy/operation and I is the number
of opcodes implemented. Our models are calibrated
with parameters from Intel’s Nehalem [35] chip, im-
plemented in a 45nm CMOS process that delivers
LINPACK at 74.03 double-precision Gflops [5] in a
TDP of 95W (e.g. E = 1.28nJ/F lop and I = 639).
The constant c is the minimum possible energy per op in
the process, for which we estimate the energy required
for a single double-precision floating-point operation
(45pJ [15]). We calculated the constant ’a’ for each
of the benefit models to fit the endpoints defined above.
The linear model is more conservative, and the square
root model pessimistic. The aggressive cubic model is
optimistic, but included for breadth of perspective.

While the remainder of our analyses include this
range of models for customization benefit, we believe
the quadratic model is plausible, but slightly optimistic.
There are a number of structures quadratic in instruction
set complexity in a modern microprocessor – decode
and issue logic, lookahead buffer for out-of-order execu-
tion, pipeline management, register file access network
and retirement logic. Figure 3 plots the four benefit
models. The linear model shows 4-fold improvement at
80% reduction in function. Square root model is about
2-fold at 80% reduction, requiring nearly 95% reduction
to gain major benefit. The quadratic and cubic models
are more optimistic with the cubic model projecting 5-
fold improvement at 50% reduction in function growing
to over 20-fold at 80% reduction.

As shown in Figure 4, which sorts accelerators by
increasing energy, and categorizes them by degree of
customization, two of the highest coverage clusters from
the LR128 (see Section V) on Figure 4. Both of these
fit in the ’moderately customized’ category, based on
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Fig. 4: Empirical data: Accelerator customization and
energy efficiency.

instruction set usage, the empirical data suggests have
opportunity for 10x or more energy-efficiency improve-
ment. This corresponds most closely to the quadratic
model.

C. Weighted Benefit
This metric adds coverage to the benefit metric de-

fined above, weighting the contributed energy efficiency
by the coverage each code region or cluster. This met-
ric reflects the need to achieve effective specialization
(narrow clusters) that address a large fraction of the
workload to deliver substantial general-purpose benefits.
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Fig. 5: LR8 clusters.

V. APPLYING CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

We apply a matrix of the systematic clustering
techniques described in Section III to a general purpose
workload and describe the resulting clusters. Before
that, we describe the benchmarks suites which comprise
the general purpose workload, and provide additional
background on tools and methods for this empirical
study. As detailed in Section III, we refer to these
clustering methods as LR8..LR128 and HR8..HR128,
denoting high and low resolution instruction type feature
vectors as well as a range of cluster counts.

A. Workloads
We use a wide variety of workloads including

PARSEC [16], UHPC challenge benchmarks [13], [15],
Biobench [12] and ERCBench [21]. These benchmarks
cover a wide range of application domains including
financial analysis, computer vision, genetic algorithms,
physics simulation, data mining, streaming applications,
graph algorithms, decision and search algorithms and
signal processing. For PARSEC, we used simsmall
inputs. The UHPC benchmarks consist of chess (app
for playing chess), MD (molecular dynamics), Shock
(hydrodynamics simulation), Sensor (motion detec-
tion from sensor data) and Graph (analyzing graph
connectivity). For UHPC and Biobench, we used the
default inputs. For the ERCBench benchmarks, some
of the applications were only available in hardware
description languages. We procured C/C++ source codes
corresponding to these applications from Mibench [29]
and independent sources. We used the large input sets
for Mibench.

B. Methodology and Tools
We clustered the frequently executed code regions

from each application. For this study, code regions are
defined as functions and their frequency is defined as
their exclusive dynamic instruction count. The most
frequent functions in an application are usually self-
contained i.e. their inclusive and exclusive dynamic
instruction counts are the same. From each application,
we clustered the most frequent code regions that cover
95% of the dynamic instruction count of an application.

We calculated Euclidean distances [3] between all pairs
of bit vectors (instruction usage feature vectors where
0/1 signifies absence/presence of an instruction type in
the code region execution) for the code regions and
clustered based on these Euclidean distances.

We used Pin [37], a dynamic binary instrumentation
tool, to obtain the execution profiles of these applica-
tions and generate the bit vectors. We used R [11],
a statistical package, to cluster the bit vectors for the
frequently executed code regions using the hierarchical
clustering algorithm.

C. Clusters
We applied each of the ten clustering techniques to

the ≈ 500 code regions, producing a wide range of dif-
ferent cluster structures. We present selected clustering
examples in Figures 5 to 7;

Each clustering figure (Figures 5 to 7) represents
the full suite of clusters, separated horizontally (by
solid vertical lines) and ordered left to right from the
highest to lowest coverage. In short, those clusters at
the left are the most likely candidates for acceleration.
Within clusters, each column captures the instruction
types used by a single code region. Each horizontal band
(row) depicts use of one dimension of the instruction
type in the feature vector, so clusters are expected to
have distinct banding. We only present three of the ten
clusterings in this section, due to space limits.

We first comment on the high level structure of
clusters, and across the LR clusters, across the HR
clusters, and then across the entire collection. Then, we
drill down into a few of the clusterings to illustrate how
they correspond both to historical workload studies and
architectural intuition and practice.

1) Low Resolution Feature Vector (LR) Clusters:
The LR clusters, depicted in Figures 5 to 6, show
the challenge in effectively segmenting general purpose
workloads. With an 8-way clustering (coarse-grained),
over two-thirds of the code regions (and 56% of the
dynamic workload coverage) collapses into a single
cluster. The five most significant clusters correspond to
well over 95% of the workload. This type of clustering
corresponds approximately to classical major elements
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Fig. 6: LR128 clusters.

of general purpose architecture (i.e. integer, float, etc.),
and yields little new insight for customization – finer
splitting is needed. As cluster resolution is increased
to 128 (Figure 6), more and finer distinctions emerge.
The LR128 clusters show remarkable coherence, with
each of the clusters effectively homogeneous and well
separated from each other. The first 18 LR128 clusters
correspond to 73% coverage.

2) High Resolution Feature Vector (HR) Clusters:
The HR128 clusters (see Figure 7), further illustrate
the challenge in effectively segmenting general purpose
workloads. The HR instruction type feature vector is
more detailed, producing more nuanced clusters that
reveal even greater opportunities for heterogeneous
customization (see Section VI). Further at 128 target
clustering, the HR128 clusters show increased coher-
ence, though clearly not as strong as with LR128. The
richness of the feature vectors captures a greater depth
of workload complexity, making clustering difficult.
Still, a large number of the first 60 clusters are nearly
homogeneous and well separated. They form a rich can-
didate set for both customization in u-engines, or even
further combination in the architectural process. This
experience suggests that overpartitioning into clusters
(beyond the level of heterogeneous customization being
considered) may be useful, as the architectural process
can always support multiple similar clusters on a single
heterogeneous u-engine.

We discuss a few clusterings and clusters, relat-
ing them to prior workload studies and architectural
practice. 64-bit integer binary instructions, conditional
branches, 64-bit register transfers, and 32-bit integer
logical instructions occur across the overwhelming ma-
jority of code regions. For LR clusters, they comprise
80% of the instruction types but any single cluster rarely
uses more than 25% of the types. The HR clusters
collectively cover 67% of the instruction types, but
a single cluster rarely uses more than 20% of the
instruction types. Overall in any given cluster, a large
fraction of instruction types are not used.

Reviewing the LR8-LR128 clusters, one can discern
how they might map into some traditional architecture
classifications. However, our clusters subdivide these

historical classifications, potentially exposing new op-
timization opportunities. In LR8, Cluster #1 is integer
computing, the traditional general-purpose computer.
Clusters #2, #3, #4, and #5 all utilize floating point,
including single-precision, double-precision, and vector.
The basic Cluster #1 and Clusters #2-5 correspond
to SpecInt/SpecFP and traditional architecture tuning
points. LR128 shows much higher cluster refinement,
and approaches the limits of the LR feature vector
to refine clusters. LR128#1 for example contains only
branches, 8B and 4B integer ops, 8B and 4B register
transfers indicating that floating-point support can be
entirely optimized away. LR128#2 contains branches,
8B and 4B integer ops, 4B register transfers indicat-
ing that some register-register interconnect as well as
floating-point support can be optimized away. We place
the clusters LR128#1 and LR128#2 in the moderately
customized category in Figure 4 because they have
the potential to optimize away the entire floating-
point support. Similar examples in this category are
Epiphany [38] and Tilera [42] which do not support
double-precision floating-point.

Two code examples from clusters LR128#1 and
LR128#2 (Figures 8 and 9, respectively) expose addi-
tional opportunities for optimization. While LR128#1
use primarily integer 4B and 8B operations, deeper
study of these loops shows that the computation is
overwhelmingly bitwise operations that could benefit
from a u-engine specialized for logical and bitwise ma-
nipulation. Branch operations are infrequent, suggesting
less aggressive branch prediction. Similarly, Figure 9
shows that the computation is overwhelmingly signed
arithmetic operations and has frequent branching. We
intend to study these opportunities in future work.

VI. EVALUATING CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

We evaluate our ten clustering techniques, using
coverage, benefit and weighted benefit metrics. To solve
the problem : For given a silicon budget constraint,
how to maximize energy efficiency? Coverage captures
impact on the breadth of workload, and weighted ben-
efit additionally captures customization potential. We
consider them for silicon budgets ranging from one u-
engine to 64 u-engines.
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Fig. 7: HR128 clusters.

#define BF_ENC(LL,R,S,P) \
LLˆ=P; \
LLˆ= (((*(BF_LONG *)((unsigned char *)
&(S[ 0])+((R>>BF_0)&BF_M))+

*(BF_LONG *)((unsigned char *)
&(S[256])+((R>>BF_1)&BF_M)))ˆ

*(BF_LONG *)((unsigned char *)
&(S[512])+((R>>BF_2)&BF_M)))+

*(BF_LONG *)((unsigned char *)
&(S[768])+((R<<BF_3)&BF_M)));

void BF_encrypt(BF_LONG *data, BF_KEY *key,
int encrypt) {

register BF_LONG l,r,*p,*s;

p=key->P;
s= &(key->S[0]);
l=data[0];
r=data[1];

if (encrypt) {
lˆ=p[0];
BF_ENC(r,l,s,p[ 1]);
BF_ENC(l,r,s,p[ 2]);
...
BF_ENC(l,r,s,p[16]);
rˆ=p[BF_ROUNDS+1];

}
else {

...
}
data[1]=l&0xffffffff;
data[0]=r&0xffffffff;

}

Fig. 8: blowfish encryption code in cluster LR128#1.
Integer bitwise operations are the dominant feature.

static int diff(sint A,sint B,sint M,
sint N,sint tb,sint te) {

sint type, midi,midj,i,j;
int midh;
static pwint f, hh, e, s, t;

if(N<=0) {
if(M>0) {
del(M);

}
return(-(int)tbgap(M));

}

if(M<=1) {
if(M<=0) {
add(N);
return(-(int)tbgap(N));

}
midh = -(tb+gh) - tegap(N);

hh = -(te+gh) - tbgap(N);
if (hh>midh) midh = hh;
midj = 0;
for(j=1;j<=N;j++) {
hh = calc_score(1,j,A,B) - tegap(N-j)

- tbgap(j-1);
if(hh>midh) {

midh = hh;
midj = j;

}
}
...

}

Fig. 9: clustalw bioinformatics code in LR128#2.
Binary operations on signed integers dominate.

A. Coverage
In Figure 10, we plot cumulative coverage for the

ten clustering techniques, enabling direct comparisons.
In each, the clusters are plotted in decreasing order of
coverage. The LR techniques are uniformly higher cov-
erage than their corresponding HR peers. Also the finer
clusterings have relatively fewer significant clusters.
The 8-clusterings, 16-clusterings, 32-clusterings and 64-
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clusterings require 6, 13, 25 and 48 clusters respectively
to achieve high coverage. All of the clustering tech-
niques ramp significantly as clusters are added, but at a
realistic cutoff of a dozen clusters the finer clusterings
(64 to 128 clusters) have > 50% coverage disadvantage
with the HR clustering suffering worse. For example,
LR 64 at 6 clusters has ≈ 60% coverage, and HR64
< 50%, suggesting direct mapping of these clusters into
u-engines is not feasible, coverage needs to be increased
to achieve overall energy efficiency.

A few crossovers are worth noting. Cluster #1 in
LR16 has higher coverage than cluster #1 in HR8 al-
though the HR8 has fewer clusters than LR16. For both
LR32 and LR64, the first clusters have higher coverage
than HR16. The same is true of LR64 and HR32.
Similarly, cluster #1 in LR128 has equal coverage to that
of HR32. This suggests that for lower silicon budgets,
LR clustering is more useful, while HR clustering is
better for larger silicon budgets.

Finally, in HR128 and LR128, the high-ranked
clusters are 1000x the low-ranked clusters coverage
– clearly for many low coverage clusters a catchall
general-purpose traditional core is likely to be included
in a federated heterogeneous system.

B. Weighted Benefit
To illustrate the necessity of combining weighted

benefit with coverage, we explore the question of
“which clusters will yield the most energy efficiency”

for a given silicon budget for a particular number of
u-engines. First, we plot weighted benefit vs. number
of clusters in Figure 11. For simplicity, we use a single
benefit model (linear); the clusterings behave similarly
for all four models, but with different magnitude of
benefit.

To select the best clustering for a given number
of u-engines (x-value), we select the highest curve at
that x-value. This selection is complex, as different
clusterings are best for nearly every value of C. For
example, LR8, HR8, HR16, HR32 and LR32, HR64 and
HR128 are the best clusterings for 1-4 u-engines, 5-7
u-engines, 8-12 u-engines, 13-19 u-engines, 20-34 u-
engines and 35-128 u-engines respectively. These clus-
terings respectively exhibit average energy efficiency
benefits (over Nehalem) of 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x and 9x.
Although the linear model is slightly pessimistic, it still
exhibits considerable benefits. In short, this is because
when fewer u-engines can be accommodated, its better
to select high coverage clusters. However, as the silicon
area increases, a larger number of narrower clusters
deliver higher energy efficiency. Beyond C = 64, little
additional benefit is delivered. Thus, we see that al-
though in terms of coverage, the coarse-grained clusters
are always the best, it is not so when viewed in the light
of weighted benefit.

These results suggest that there is no single best
answer for hardware customization. We need to use
rigorous clustering techniques to discover aggressive
partitions. We also need to evaluate the discovered
clusterings using abstract metrics to tailor the degree
and type of hardware customization to the available
silicon budget.

VII. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Workload characterization for hardware and soft-
ware optimization efficiency research includes efforts
that seek to create static [47], [46] or reconfigurable
[27] “super-instruction” accelerators targeting critical
kernels. These approaches integrate their custom hard-
ware into traditional computing pipelines, and these
efforts have demonstrated impressive energy-efficiency
gains for narrow slices of workloads (akin to a cluster
in our study). In contrast, 10x10 targets broad view of
customization, without this type of limit in target. Our
work is complementary, taking a broader view of the
problem and focus on enabling systematic clustering
rather than optimizing single clusters by building a
specialized core. Other workload characterization efforts
[18] found that customization benefits are not sensitive
to program inputs. Therefore, although are results are
related to specific input datasets, we believe they will
hold for other inputs.

Researchers have also explored workload charac-
terization to drive domain specific compiler develop-
ment [26], and clustered applications to increase the
effectiveness of compiler optimization [23]. While
similar in philosophy, such efforts optimize software
for existing architectures. Other researchers characterize
workloads to predict application performance on ex-



isting platforms [20], [33], [19], [24]. These research
efforts profile programs at various levels. In contrast
to all of these, our objective is to inform and shape
the design of future general-purpose, heterogeneous
architectures.

VIII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Our results show the value of systematic clustering
and disciplined evaluation. Systematic approaches en-
able aggressive techniques such as overpartitioning that
expose new opportunities for customization. Further,
our systematic approach enables clear perspective on
how much of a general-purpose workload a customized
architecture addresses, and the balancing of that against
energy efficiency benefit.

Overall, we observed significant predicted benefit
for our clusters based on the linear and quadratic
models. Finally, our study on u-engine selection re-
vealed that there is no single clustering that is the best
for a wide range of chip generations. For chips that
can accommodate relatively fewer cores, high coverage
clusters are more beneficial while for chips that can
accommodate many cores, clusters with narrow archi-
tectural requirements are more beneficial.

This research is but the beginning as the future direc-
tions for other aspects of clustering for heterogeneous
customization abound. For example, memory accesses,
compute intensity/memory intensity, etc. are promising
directions. We intend to produce a database of cluster-
ings and clusters with their associated evaluations in
order to future heterogeneous architecture design.
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